In this paper we examine the explanatory and predictive power of interest rate volatility on the economic agent expectations measured by the Economic Sentiment Indicator (ESI), which is elaborated by the European Commission as a leading indicator of business cycle. In particular, we use implicit volatilities from the UK and German cap markets as explanatory variables, together with the yield spread and the short rate, obtaining that it is possible to explain nearly an overwhelming 70% of the variability of the ESI in contrast with historical or conditional volatility estimates which can hardly add any additional explanatory power.
INTRODUCTION
The term structure of interest rate can be considered a good leading indicator of business cycle. In fact, the predictive ability of the slope of the term structure of interest rates about real economic activity has been widely documented. Nevertheless, far less analysis has focused on the predictive power of interest rate volatility. This paper investigates whether volatility in the term structure can add relevant information about future economic growth to other typical predictors such as the yield spread and the short interest rate.
Since the late eighties, several papers have provided empirical evidence that the yield spread has predictive power on real economic activity. Stock and Watson (1989) , Estrella and Hardouvelis (1991) , Hu (1993) , Plosser and Rouwenhorst (1994) , Estrella and Mishkin (1997) , Kozicki (1997) , or more recently, McMillan (2002) , Estrella et al. (2003) , Venetis et al. (2003) , Crespo et al. (2005) and Ang et al. (2006) , among others, show that results about the ability of the long-short spread to predict economic growth are consistent for different countries and time periods.
As for volatility, first papers about the relationship between financial volatility and real activity focused on stock return volatility.
1 Some more recent research has provided evidence about the link between business cycle and bond return volatility, and has documented a countercyclical behaviour of interest rate volatility.
Thus, Bansal and Zhou (2002) provide evidence for the United States. Sun (2005) , in investigating the possibility of regime shifts in short rate volatility, finds that in the United Kingdom (as well as in the US) interest rate volatility regime is negatively correlated with real GDP growth rate. Gerlach et al. (2006) , who use data from eight countries including Germany and the United Kingdom, find a negative correlation between the output gap and bond market volatility.
If interest rate volatility is countercyclical, it can be expected to content information about the future path of real economy. Nevertheless, until today only very limited empirical research has been devoted to this predictive relationship.
The leading indicator properties of interest rate volatility have been analysed by Andreou et al. (2000) , who test the predictive ability of bond volatility (among other financial variables), for production growth as well as for production volatility in the U.S., U.K. and Germany. Fornari and Mele (2006) investigate the predictive power of the volatility of the slope of the yield spread for the economic activity in the United States.
The research conducted in this paper builds on this empirical evidence about the predictive power of interest rates and interest rate volatility and relates both of them.
With that objective, we focus on the theoretical explanation about the leading indicator properties of the yield spread provided by Harvey (1988) . According to this author, the spread contains the investors' expectations about future economic growth when deciding their optimal plan of consumption and investment. Analogously, one possible explanation for the above mentioned empirical evidence concerning interest rate volatility is that it reflects the investors' uncertainty about economic conditions, since uncertainty is higher when the economy is expected to become weaker. So, volatility could contain relevant information about the level of uncertainty and risk perceived by economic agents' about future economic growth. Harvey (1988) provides a model based on the CCAPM which relates the yield spread and the short rate to expected consumption growth. Nevertheless, Harvey's model assumes homoskedasticity in asset returns avoiding the well-documented fact of the changing nature of the volatility of financial variables. In this paper, we incorporate interest rate volatility as an explanatory variable in order to present an assessment of its information content about expectations on future economic growth.
On the other hand, earlier research has tested Harvey's argument by using ex-post data on output or consumption growth as proxies for their expected value (see Harvey, 1989 Harvey, , 1991 Harvey, , 1997 . Nevertheless, in this paper, as in Ferreira et al. (2008) , we use the Economic Sentiment 2 Another explanation is that the spread is an indicator of monetary policy and therefore predicts the future effects that central bank actions have on economic activity (see Estrella, 2005) Indicator (ESI), elaborated by the European Commission, as a direct measure of the economic agents' expectations about future economic activity.
Another difference between this paper and earlier research is that in this paper we propose the use of implicit volatilities, instead of historic volatilities, to capture the level of uncertainty of agent expectations regarding future economic activity. Indeed, indirect evidence about the relationship between volatility and business expectations can be found in the negative correlation between volatility indexes developed in the financial markets, as VSTOXX, and the level of the corresponding stock market indexes 3 , since security prices should capture the investors' expectations about the evolution of firms' future cash flows. In fact, volatility indexes are considered a powerful instrument for hedging against financial turmoil.
In summary, this study contains two innovations with respect to most of previous literature.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper that tests the anticipating ability of interest rate volatility on future expected economic activity measured directly by the Economic Sentiment Indicator. Also, instead of using historic volatility which mainly accounts for the past behaviour of interest rates, in this paper we use implicit volatilities from cap markets which can be considered as a forward-looking measure of the volatility of interest rates and so can capture more accurately the uncertainty of economic agents about the level of future interest rates and economic activity.
Our main result is that the model with the implied volatility as explanatory variable, joined to the spread and the short rate, explains an overwhelming 68% in the case of Germany and a 67% in the case of UK of the variability of the ESI. Moreover, this implies around fifteen percentage points over the results obtained with the model without volatility.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 details the data to be analysed in both UK and German markets. The models relating the ESI to interest rates and volatility are described in Section 3, which also details the results about the explanatory power of the models. Section 4 contains the evidence about the out-of-sample forecasting ability of interest rate volatility. Finally, section 5 summarises the main conclusions of the paper.
THE DATA
We investigate whether interest rate volatility can add significant information about expectations concerning future business cycle to that contained in the yield spread and the short term rate.
As mentioned above, we employ the Economic Sentiment Indicator as a direct measure of the investors' expectations about future economic situation. In particular, we use monthly seasonally adjusted observations from January 1995 to June 2007.
The Economic Sentiment Indicator is a composite indicator made up of the four confidence indicators-the Industrial Confidence Indicator, the Consumer Confidence Indicator, the Construction Confidence Indicator and the Retail Trade Confidence Indicator-carrying different weights (40%, 20%, 20% and 20%, respectively).
It must be highlighted that this index is elaborated from qualitative questions about expectations of firms and individuals without including any question relative to financial markets.
4
As for the interest rates, monthly average of offer inter-bank interest rates from Germany and the U.K. are used. Given that ESI reflects expectations over twelve months, one-month and one-year interest rates have been chosen to represent the short and long-term rates, respectively.
With respect to interest rate volatility, most papers need first to deal with the problem of its estimation since it is a non observable variable. However, in this study we use implicit volatilities from the cap markets with a twofold purpose. First, data can be directly obtained from the market, and second, we have a forward-looking measure of interest rate volatilities.
In particular, volatility data correspond to monthly average of at the money one-year caps for the UK and German markets. They consist of offer volatilities provided by DATASTREAM.
It is important to point out that these implicit volatilities are used to obtain the premium of cap contracts by applying the Black formula. According to the Libor Market Model, the use of the Black formula to price cap contracts can be justified if we assume that forward rates follow a lognormal process. Then, implicit volatilities can be considered some sort of average of the instantaneous volatility of Libor rate up to the maturity of the contract 5 . So, the data used in this paper can be understood as a forward-looking measure of the volatility of interest rates. More precisely, Black's volatility is an average of the expected instantaneous volatility of the forward interest rates over the next year and so can be considered a good measure of the expectations of economic agents with respect to the uncertainty of the future behaviour of interest rates. This makes an important difference between this paper and former research where historic volatilities were used to forecast the business cycle.
[INSERT Tables 1 to 2 present summary statistics describing the main features of the variables used in our empirical analysis (ESI, yield spread, short term interest rate and implicit volatility) for Germany and the United Kingdom, respectively. We present the statistics for the whole period (in panel A) and for the two subperiods we use in the out of sample tests (panels B and C). Table 3 shows the correlation matrix of the variables for each country.
[
INSERT TABLE 3 APROXIMATELY HERE]
Since stationarity is a very strong assumption for these variables, we consider, as in Ferreira et al. (2008) , that they belong to a wider class, the locally stationary process 6 . These processes can be divided into two sums, a smooth function of the time that represents the unconditional mean, plus a stationary processs scaled by a time-varying covariance matrix. These characteristics make these processes consistent with economic variables that present a smooth and time-varying mean reversion such as interest rates, interest volatility and ESI. This assumption basically says that the variables may be non-stationary in mean, but they are still stationary on higher order moments 7 . This is sufficient to guarantee that the regressions employed in the following sections are well specified.
5 See, for instance, Brigo and Mercurio (2001) for a comprehensive overview of LIBOR market model to price interest rate derivatives. 6 See Dahlhaus (1997 Dahlhaus ( , 2000 . 7 This implies that the variables do not have a unit root.
THE EXPLANATORY POWER OF INTEREST RATE VOLATILITY
Since the main purpose of this article is to test whether interest rate volatilities can increase the explanatory power of the term structure with respect to the market expectations, firstly we proceed to estimate an empirical model in which expectations about future economic activity are assumed to depend on the yield spread and the short term interest rate. This is:
where ESI t is the Economic Sentiment Indicator for month t, R t (12) and R t (1) are monthly average of twelve and one month interbank interest rates respectively and e t is a error term which is assumed to have zero mean.
[ . The coefficients of both variables (the spread and the short term rate) are significantly different from zero in both countries. The sign of the yield spread is, as expected, positive, capturing the well reported fact that positive yield spreads forecast increases in economic activity, meanwhile inverted term structures are usually followed by an economic downturn. Also, the short rate is found to be positively related with the economic expectations, as found for instance in Harvey (1988) 8 .
[INSERT Since short rates can be considered good indicators of monetary policy stance (Bernanke and Blinder, 1992) , the positive sign of the short rate coefficient can reflect that the central bank tightens monetary policy when economy is expected to grow. On the other hand, the fact that the yield spread coefficient remains significant shows that information contained in the longshort spread is not only a consequence of its link with monetary policy, but it also reflects general economic conditions independent of monetary policy actions, as previous literature has shown (Estrella and Hardouvelis. 1991; Plosser and Rouwenhorst, 1994; Estrella and Mishkin, 1997; Kozicki, 1997 or Ivanova et al., 2000 .
We obtain a striking adjusted determination coefficient of 56% for Germany and 50% for UK, showing the great capability of interest rates to capture economic agent expectations measured by the ESI. This explanatory power of the model is much higher than the results obtained in other papers where ex-post variables of output growth or consumption growth are used as proxies of agent expectations. The fact of using a direct measure of these expectations produces a considerable reduction of the noise introduced in the model due to the estimation errors 9 of the agent expectations about future economic activity.
In order to test whether interest rate volatility contains additional information about economic agent expectations, we proceed to estimate the following model: [
INSERT FIGURE 7 APROXIMATELY HERE] [INSERT FIGURE 8 APROXIMATELY HERE]
Finally, in order to compare the explanatory ability of implicit interest rate volatility to that of historic volatility, we also estimate the model:
where ESI t , R t (12) and R t (1) are defined as before, and HVOL t is the one year interest rate volatility estimated by using a GARCH (1,1) in Germany and a GARCH (2,2) in the UK.
10 Table 6 reports the results. The adjusted R 2 are around 55%, twelve percentage points less than those obtain with model [2] . Besides, the volatility coefficient in Germany is not statistically significant.
[INSERT TABLE 6 APROXIMATELY HERE]
This evidence confirms the importance of using implicit volatility as a forward-looking measure of economic agent uncertainty about future economic activity instead of using a historical measurement that accounts for the past behaviour of interest rate unsteadiness.
THE OUT-OF-SAMPLE FORECASTING ABILITY OF INTEREST RATE VOLATILITY
In this section we proceed to analyse the predictive ability of interest rates and volatility to forecast the ESI. We carry out an out-of-sample test of models [1] and [2] to see whether they provide a better forecast of ESI than that we could obtain assuming that ESI follows a particular ARMA model. , we see that volatility helps to reduce the mean absolute error in the forecast of ESI in both markets from 5.9 to 5.2 in the case of Germany and from 4.7 to 4 in U.K. To test whether these differences are significant we proceed to apply a sign test. Under the null hypothesis that two models have a similar predictive power, the probability that one of them outperforms the other would be equal to 0.5. Then, the number of times that one model outperforms the other would be a random variable with a binomial distribution B(N,p) with N number of forecast and p=0.5. We can see that in Germany model [2] produces better predictions than model [1] 44 times out of 72 and model [2] produces better predictions than ESI itself 56 out 72 figures, which are out of the 90% and the 99% confidence interval, respectively.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper examines the ability of interest rate volatility to capture the economic agent expectations about future business cycle. Since the late eighties several papers have provided empirical evidence about the predictive power of the slope of the term structure of interest rates on real economic activity. Although this paper also focuses on the relationship between business cycle and financial variables, it differs from previous literature in many aspects.
First, instead of analysing the relationship between actual economic activity and financial variables, it concentrates on the ability of interest rates to capture economic agent expectations about the future behaviour of the economy. These expectations are measured by the Economic Sentiment Indicator, an index elaborated by the European Commission as a leading indicator of the economic activity. So, we use ESI as a direct measure of these expectations in contrast with previous research that usually assumes rational expectations and then the expected future variables are replaced by their realised values.
Second, we analyse not only the ability of the term structure to explain these expectations but the additional power of interest rate volatility, which can be considered a measure of the degree of uncertainty of consumers and investors about the future progress of the economy. Although some recent papers have also investigated the link between volatility and some output measures, this paper is innovative in the sense that we use implicit volatilities from derivative markets instead of historical or conditional volatilities. In fact, we compare the explanatory power of two sets of volatility estimates: those based on GARCH models and the implicit volatilities extracted from cap markets.
The main outcome is that the first group of data can hardly add any significant explanatory power to the term structure meanwhile implicit volatilities provide an excellent result improving considerably the explanatory power of the models in the two sets of data used in this study corresponding to UK and Germany.
As expected, the relationship between economic agent expectations and interest rate volatility is negative and this research highlights the importance of using implicit volatilities as a looking forward measure of uncertainty about future economic activity. It must be pointed out that the joint explanatory power of the term structure and implied volatility is nearly an overwhelming 70% of the variability of the ESI in both individual countries.
Finally, it must be indicated that out of sample tests also confirm that interest rate volatilities improve significantly the forecasting ability of the term structure in obtaining in advance estimates of the ESI. 
